VertiGreen® 3-D Modular Trellis
Not every plant needs the same size trellis!
Because every plant grows a little different, Tournesol Siteworks offers the VertiGreen®, a rigid, commercial-grade 3-dimensional trellis system that features three different grid sizes. The modular trellis
will support and protect robust foliage growth, whether attached to a wall or hung between posts as a
“green” fence. Integrate VertiGreen® with Tournesol’s industry leading Wilshire Box hanging planters or
VGM Modular living wall system, and you can reduce the overall cost of covering a wall with green!
The trellis is easy to attach and protects the underlying structrue while it supports climbing plants and
vines. The durable panels are given an extra coating of zinc prior to powder coating to resist rust and
corrosion over time. The trellis panels are manufactured with 3” and 6” grid elements spaced 3” apart.
VertiGreen® is available in two modular panel sizes with connecting brackets. Building larger panels is
as easy as connecting two screws! Mounting is efficient with fixed-distance wall mount brackets (from
close to 12”), post mount brackets, and brackets which integrate with Tournesol’s rectangular and
square planters.

•

Available in 2 different grid panel sizes

•

Lightweight yet robust and durable

•

Modular, easy to install

•

Integrates with Tournesol’s planters, hanging planters and modular living wall systems

VertiGreen 3D trellis consists of two sizes (4’x4’ and 4’x6’) of

modular panels of varying grid sizes (see left). The panels
may be connected using joining
plates welded at the edge of
each panel (shown right).
VTG3, 3” grid
11 ga. galv. wire

VTG6, 6” grid
3/16” zinc coated wire

For more information about VertiGreen Trellis, visit www.tournesolsiteworks.com/product-VertiGreen 3D Modular Trellis Panels.html
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VertiGreen® 3-D Modular Trellis Panels
Part No.

Size

Description

Weight

VTG3-4848

48”H x 48”W x 3”D

3-D trellis with 3” grid spacing, includes 4 connecting plates

15 lbs.

VTG3-7248

72”H x 48”W x 3”D

3-D trellis with 3” grid spacing, includes 4 connecting plates

22 lbs.

VTG6-4848

48”H x 48”W x 3”D

3-D trellis with 6” grid spacing, includes 4 connecting plates

18 lbs.

VTG6-7248

72”H x 48”W x 3”D

3-D trellis with 6” grid spacing, includes 4 connecting plates

26 lbs

VertiGreen® Brackets and Accessories
Part No.

Description

VTG-ST

Split Trim for VertiGreen panels, 20ga steel edge, 2x 1/2” powder coated galv. angle. Includes mounting plates

VTG-CE

Continuous Edge, 20ga powder coated steel edge, spans between grid panels, includes mounting plates

VTGCC

Custom cut charge for standard VertiGreen® 3D trellis

VTGS

Planter bracket, for mounting VertiGreen panels to outside wall of concrete planter. 2 per planter, requires continuous edge on panel

VTGP-3

VertiGreen® post bracket, for 3” round and square posts

VTGP-RP3

Round galvanized powder coated steel post, 3” dia. Includes post cap - priced per linear foot

VTGP-SP3

Square galvanized powder coated steel post, 3” x3”. Includes post cap - priced per linear foot

VTGB-0

VertiGreen® Wall Bracket - close. Black powder coated steel

VTGB-3

VertiGreen® Wall Bracket - 3” Black powder coated steel

VTGB-6

VertiGreen® Wall Bracket - 6” Black powder coated steel

VTGB-9

VertiGreen® Wall Bracket - 9” Black powder coated steel

VTGB-12

VertiGreen® Wall Bracket - 12” Black powder coated steel

VTB-MP

HDPE Mounting Pad, 2”sq. x 3/8”thick. For use anchoring to masonry or rough stucco finishes

Edge Trim Options
1. No Edge Trim (not shown)
2. Split-Trim (1/2” angle)
3. Continuous Edge (3” wide)
VTGS
Planter Bracket

VTGP Post Bracket

VTGB Wall Bracket
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